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Former silk receiving place (cottage style) ~ Lord Street.

The three shops opposite (c1900 Prestwich) show harmony
in variety where the architect has used different details for each
shop but they work as a group in the Flemish Renaissance style.
Notice the vertical projecting pilasters giving strong vertical
emphasis on all of them but forming a major theme at the left.
The centre and right hand facades are almost a pair with their
scrolled pediments above the second floor windows but the first
floor projecting oriel windows differ. The central shaped gable
has unfortunately been rebuilt in a plain form and a pediment is
missing from the gable top at Turnpike House to the left. Red
permo-triassic sandstone is used at Turnpike House but buff
coal measures sandstone at the other two. A fine Prestwich
“Arts and Crafts” staircase can be seen from the sales floor of
the middle unit. Continue along Market Street to the junction
with Bradshawgate.
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with central palmettes. Over all is a massive cornice. Note the
typical 1920/30s metal window frames. The building originated
as a branch of Montague Burton Tailors. In the late 1920s and
30s their architects developed distinctive, contemporary classical and Art Deco facades which were easily recognised as their
premises. Turning to the right the corner of King Street and
Railway Road is dominated by the buff coal measures sandstone bank building with its ornate detailing, corner turret and
fine cupola and finial. The arched ground floor windows are spoilt
by the box sign fixed across them. The style is Italian
Renaissance palazzo (palace) and was built by the Manchester
Union Bank. Further right facing the above bank across Railway
Road is another impressive corner building occupied by a
bank**, originally Parr’s Bank (1908 Prestwich) in white
Portland limestone in ashlar finish (carefully squared, smooth,
sawn blocks with fine joints). The classical Italian Palazzo design
is notable for its splayed corner with its second floor circular
window framed by a festoon of fruit and arched cornice. The windows at first floor have segmental pediments broken at their
base by giant keystones with stone aprons below.
The site was occupied by the White Horse Inn from the late 18th
Century which was one of Leigh’s main coaching inns. Coaches
left the White Horse for Manchester via Astley and others via
Bolton and for Bolton, York, Liverpool and Warrington. The Inn
was rebuilt around 1854 still in a late Georgian style and
included an assembly room. Cases against protesters arrested
after the Leigh fight of 1839 were heard by the Magistrates here
and a bowling green was attached to the rear of the stable complex (Page 25). Now cross to the diagonally opposite corner with
the buff stone bank, probably best achieved by crossing
Bradshawgate and then King Street.

This junction has been a significant location in Leigh for centuries. King Street with Market Street, recorded in 1698 as
Stockplatt, was, from 1762 the Bolton to St Helen’s Turnpike
Road and two gates closed off Market Street and King Street at
the Toll House (Map 3). The condition of the roads was much
improved by the Trust but by 1825 Baines wrote “a public nui-
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sance, in the form of a toll-gate, stands in the centre of the town,
which might be endured with patience when this was a small town
of mean account, but it is totally incompatible with the present
trade and traffic of the place, and ought to be removed forthwith,....”. The gates were later moved further out from the centre
and were dispensed with in 1867. Railway Road to the right
merely provided access to Back Salford but was eventually
upgraded to reach Leigh Station which had opened in 1830.
Even by 1893 development had only occurred along it as far as
Bengal Street on the Pennington side of the old township
boundary. Market Street was curved and very narrow (see pages
17 and 33). Bradshawgate, known as Windy Mill Lane, led to
Manchester and Warrington. Bradshawgate, Market Street and
Railway Road were widened between 1898 and 1900 resulting
in new buildings along them. King Street in contrast was already
relatively wide having been named Broad Causeway in 1698.
Even here in rebuilding the corner building on Bradshawgate,
about 1930, it was recessed behind the frontage of its King
Street neighbour to allow for a future widening of the road.
Looking at the building on the corner of King Street and
Bradshawgate notice the classical upper facades with a curved
corner supported on two giant fluted columns with deeply
recessed windows and giant pilasters to both side facades. The
pilasters and columns have highly stylised Corinthian capitals
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Market Street c.1896. Looking towards Market Place. Note the old White
Horse to the left and the narrow curving street, prior to widening of Market
Street c.1898.

From the corner of Railway Road, with your back to the bank,
look diagonally across King Street to the right and note the three
distinct heights and scales of the group of three buildings typifying their dates - 17th Century at the far right, 18th Century in
the middle and 20th Century at the left corner. Also notice the
small windows in the middle building on the top floor - a characteristic Georgian feature with the original sliding sash window
frames. Turning to face the far corner of Bradshawgate and
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Leigh’s Evolving Character at the Market Street
~ Bradshawgate Corner

Prior to demolition in 1863 the thatched smithy at the
corner (from 1698) and the Anchor Inn to the left.

After 1863 the Rope and Anchor was
extended to the corner until rebuilt in 1895.

1
Market Street, the extensive 1960’s building is notable for its
alien character and materials, extent and oversimplified and
monotonous design. It replaced one of Leigh’s finest corner
buildings The Rope and Anchor Hotel (1895 Prestwich) with a
large terracotta, projecting, corner, oriel window surmounted by
a glazed turret or belvedere (look out) and complex cupola roof.
It had an elaborate Flemish Renaissance style, the superb
quality of which is shown by the surviving section along
Bradshawgate (Burtons in 1999 see Point 30). The remainder
was demolished in 1964.
The hotel under a range of “Anchor” names had been in existence from at least 1753 when it occupied a small Georgian
building with a curved, truncated gable on Market Street
adjoining the corner site. At the corner was one of the two
ancient smithies of Pennington. From 1698 to 1863 the single
storey, vernacular style, brick buildings were part stone slated
and part thatched and adjoining them along Bradshawgate was
another 17th century thatched building. In 1863 the smithy was
demolished and a late Georgian style corner extension to the
hotel was built with a curved corner and major eaves cornice. It
was demolished for road widening in 1893 and replaced. From
1809 the tenancy of the hotel was held by the Greenhough
family and between 1832 and 1886 by Richard Greenough who
combined the hotel with an auctioneers. He was one of the main
advocates of the improvement and development of Leigh proposing and subsequently becoming the Chairman of the Leigh
Local Board of 1875 as well as holding many other public
offices. At his death he was Lancashire’s oldest licensed victualler and auctioneer. The evolution of this site once again
emphasises the growing scale of development over the centuries. The need to manage change in historic areas of Leigh
and ensure sensitive new development led to the designation of
a Conservation Area in 1978.
Now walk along Railway Road keeping to the south side, noticing
opposite, the fine red brick and terracotta Renaissance Revival
building (1899 Prestwich) built to replace the White Horse after
road widening and in 1999 known as Chambers, with its massive shaped gable, classical entrance features and pilasters and
characteristic upper window frames and then continue to the far
corner of Cook Street.

Looking across Railway Road to the right is the Leigh
Conservative Club (J J Bradshaw of Bolton) built in 1879 during
a period when, apart from 1865, Conservatives represented
Leigh from 1859 to 1885. The style is somewhat eclectic
(mixed); the ground and first floor windows with their cast-iron
mullion shafts and entrance door shafts being Gothic Revival,
the entrance arches Norman and the top storey, which is a later
extension or remodelling, is Jacobean Renaissance. The top
storey has distinctive stone and brick banding, mullion and
transom windows with stone carved cartouches above and brick
aprons below and triangular corbelled ribs terminated with ball
finials at the gables. The right entrance door led to the assembly
rooms known locally as “Sems”. After presenting music hall
entertainment, and occasional films, in 1908 it became Leigh’s
first regular picture house and continued as a cinema to 1963.
In contrast, looking diagonally to the left, is a modern fronted
building occupied by a store. The front was originally modernised
to house car showrooms but the rear of the building dates from
1913, when it was the auditorium of the Palace Cinema. This
had a particularly impressive facade by J C Prestwich in a classical baroque style with a giant pediment supported by giant
order pilasters having a massive arched recess between them.
Its demolition was another unfortunate loss from the scene.
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The Rope and Anchor of 1895
(demolished in 1964).

The scene today.
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By 1891, reflecting the decline in the silk industry, the rise in
coal mining and the generally greater diversity in the larger
town’s economy the occupational pattern had greatly altered
with an increase in lower income jobs. There were now eleven
people in the cotton industry, ten in coal mining, seven
labourers, six silk workers, two “store pickers” and one grocer,
lodging house keeper, groom, iron dresser, charwoman, joiner,
slater, carter, brass founder’s apprentice, washerwoman,
painter, hawker of smallwares, a shopkeeper and a rag and bone
dealer. Now walk along the south side of Railway Road to the
near corner of Wilkinson Street.

The terraced houses along Wilkinson Street are of substantial size, with small front gardens, bay windows and large rear
projections which attracted better off workers and young professionals, amongst them a schoolmaster whose son, born in
1900 at Number 26, was James Hilton. James Hilton was a successful journalist contributing to many newspapers and journals
and whilst at Cambridge University in 1920 he wrote his first
novel “Catherine Herself” followed by eleven other novels prior
to 1933 when “Lost Horizon” made him famous. This romance,
which took six weeks to write, depicted “Shangri-La”, an isolated
earthly paradise in the Himalayas where the inhabitants experienced none of the stresses of daily life and did not age. ShangriLa passed into the English language and is still to be found as a
popular house name representing an idyllic retreat. Lost horizon
was rapidly followed in 1934 by his other best selling novel
“Goodbye, Mr Chips” which was originally written for the British
Weekly magazine, the short novel having taken only four days to
write! It is a charming, sentimental tale of the life and death of a
public school master and his relationship with his wife and
pupils.
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Railway Road c.1915 showing the Palace Cinema facade.

The narrow street between the Conservative Club and the former
Palace Cinema is Back Salford. Built in the late 18th Century
Back Salford was, until the early 20th Century, a largely residential street with a continuous terrace of mainly, small, low houses
on the left hand side. The houses had stone slate roofs, horizontal sliding sash windows with small panes and two storeys.
In the 1830s William Thorpe of the Fox Inn and Thomas Makin
of the Black Horse Hotel both had silk receiving warehouses in
Back Salford and many of the houses may have been occupied
by their workers as the houses were typical of those of weavers.
Certainly, in the 1851 Census, of the 18 households seven were
headed by a silk hand loom weaver and only three households
had no occupant connected with the silk industry. These households were headed by a greengrocer, a tinplate worker, whose
wife was a tinplate traveller, and an Independent Minister. Other
heads of household included a brewer, an agricultural labourer,
two tailors, a cotton power weaver, a heald knitter and a canal
boatman.

Back Salford c.1905. Note the window frames and sandstone roofs.

Of the total population of 95, 36 were scholars or below school
age and 35 were occupied in the silk industry including 26 silk
weavers, 4 silk winders, 4 heald knitters and John Battersby,
son of William Battersby the brewer, was a silk agent. The
boatman’s wife was a washerwoman and one of his daughters
a nurse; the cotton power weaver had a lodger who was a
coalminer and other individual occupations were a footman and
a leech bleeder!
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Such was the success of the books that they were made into
films with James Hilton being invited to Hollywood in 1935 to
assist in the production of Lost Horizon which starred Ronald
Coleman and Jane Wyatt in one of Frank Kapra’s film masterpieces. The film, “Goodbye, Mr Chips”, was made in England in
1939 starring Robert Donat, for which he received a Best Actor
Oscar and Greer Garson. A musical version of 1970 starred
Peter O’Toole and Petula Clark. In Hollywood James Hilton was
launched on yet another successful career as a scriptwriter and
he received an Academy Award in 1942 for his contribution to
“Mrs Miniver”, starring Greer Garson. Several of his later books
were also filmed. He died in California in 1954. One of his last
books was ‘Time and Time Again’ of 1953.
Looking across Railway Road notice the end building at the right
hand corner of Bengal Street which was one of three large
detached homes with gardens developed by 1893. It is notable
for its complex form and gables but especially for its light
red/orange bricks with darker red brick dressings, for example
around the windows. The main lighter brickwork is in headerbond consisting of exposed brick ends. Only two other buildings
using this bond, for whole walls, in Leigh and none elsewhere in
the Metropolitan Borough, are currently known. The building next
door was The Elms, the home of Herbert Strange Hall
M.R.C.S.Eng., L.R.C.P.Lond. physician and surgeon and Medical
Officer to the Leigh Union workhouse at Leigh Road. No development occurred on Railway Road beyond Bengal Street until
after 1893. It is notable that behind these fine houses in 1904,
when the Council sought a closing order, back to back houses at
Bengal Square had neither back yard spaces nor privies; the residents had to use ashpits at houses across the road or walk 45
yards to a closet. Continue along Railway Road to the far corner
of Rydal Street.
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cian and surgeon at No.26, Albert Yard, insurance agent at 28,
and three residents with independent means. Continue to the
nearest corner of Organ Street.

Organ Street was named after the area adjoining Twist Lane
which had been known as Organ Hill, the income from which supported the organist’s salary at St Mary’s Church under a trust.
The terrace of shops on the opposite side of Railway Road
(numbers 40 to 54) has a fine Flemish Renaissance design in
terracotta and Accrington brick. Particular features include the
Dutch gables (even if part of their top pediments are missing)
ovolo moulded mullion and transom windows and sculptured
panels. The timber sash frames slid up and down behind the
transom. Most of the shop fronts have been spoiled by shutters
and over-deep advertisements but the corner Post Office has a
very special original shop front comprising very wide vertical
sliding sash windows, which enabled trading and display through
the shop front when the lower sash was raised. This design was
at one time common for butchers, fishmongers and grocers but
survivors are now extremely rare. The original occupier here was
Collier and Sons fruiterers, fish-mongers and poulterers. Recent
careful repairs by the present occupier should ensure a long-life
for this important piece of Leigh’s heritage (see p.1). Also notice
the cornice across the top of the shop front. The pavement outside is wide and accommodated a cast iron and glass canopy
from 1907. Cross Organ Street and walk to the nearest corner
of Ullswater Street.
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Railway Road in 1893 showing large detached houses now converted to
shops.

Across Rydal Street observe the original display window to
the corner shop with its classical entablature fascia area with
dentil (small blocks) cornice and panelled pilasters at the ends.
Also observe the shop fronts at numbers 67 to 85 with their
classical pilasters and coved fascias and above the upper windows large, projecting brick hoods with stepped brick corbels
below the ends and ornate moulded brick eaves cornice across
the top. The terrace was built in 1896 for George Hampson, who
owned and developed much of the land in Railway Road, and his
architect often used the features mentioned above especially
the window hoods. In front of the terrace is a wide pavement
with the buildings set back. This enabled the construction of a
cast iron and glass canopy along the street. Across Railway
Road notice Osborne Terrace of 1895. These large houses are
distinguished by their steep gables and large bay windows and
their cornices.
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Across Railway Road notice the terrace, numbers 56 to 66,
with its large end gables which are shaped rather than Dutch as
they have no pediments. Some bay windows are complete with
terracotta cornices, parapets above and ball finials. Across
Ullswater Street is Leigh’s original library and Municipal College
(1894 J C Prestwich and J H Stephen). Look up and observe the
corner tower with its complex ogee cap roof and open fretwork
lantern, finial and lead roll ribs emphasising the roof shape. To
its side notice the elaborate Dutch gable and also the window
and red sandstone details. Cross Ullswater Street and walk
about 20m along Ullswater Street and observe a small, plain
chapel built in 1893 for the Welsh Presbyterians to serve the
needs of the Welsh miners and their families who migrated to
the Leigh coalfield. Now return to
Railway Road and turn left to
observe the details of Wigan and
Leigh College.
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Osborne Terrace of 1895.

Uses in this part of Railway Road were highly mixed with shops,
services and houses. As the main route to Leigh’s first railway
station, replacing the route via Twist Lane, it was clearly seen as
an important street requiring substantial high quality development and high class occupiers. It’s location near the commercial centre of Leigh, at one end and the station at the other gave
scope to attract travellers and town-wide retailing and service
customers in addition to residents in the large housing areas to
the north and south and the high status houses on Railway
Road. Some of these attracted occupants, such as dentists who
would use part of the premises to provide personal and professional services, making an impressive frontage essential.
Residents of Osborne Terrace included Samuel Brooks M.R.C.S,
L.S.A. surgeon at No.34, Joseph Jones M.B.Ch.B, L.S.A physi-
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Leigh’s Public Library and Technical School 1894 by J C Prestwich and
J H Stephen.
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Notice the red sandstone Tuscan columns at the former
library entrance and the fluted pilasters at the former Municipal
College entrance, the double transoms (horizontal elements) of
the tall upper windows, the entrance and window pediments, the
pilasters and finials and stone corbel blocks with either carved
heads or fruit swags at the base of brick ribs with curved sides.
Continue along Railway Road and cross Thirlmere Street.
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12 short, bulbous, Ionic columns - five to each gable and two
supporting a massive arch. Two highly decorative first floor oriel
windows incorporate “Venetian” windows, which involve a central section with a semi-circular light above it, deriving from 17th
Century examples at Ipswich. Notice the groups of three shaped
brackets or consoles at shop front fascia level with triangular
pediments above, another eclectic design, perhaps from
Prestwich. Now continue along Railway Road, looking at the
details of the Post Office shop front on the way and go as far as
Jaffrey Street.

The two shops nearest the corner retain unusual features.
The corner unit has an oriel window at first floor and above it
and oversailing the angles is a gable. Apparent support is given
to the gable corners by elegant curved panels. The leaded glass
frieze across the top of the window has finely turned balusterlike moulded mullions. The next shop retains two small sliding
sash display-sales windows of considerable rarity, it was originally and remains a butchers shop with an early refrigerator in
the rear corner. (see point 17). Cross Railway Road and turn
right to the corner of Eyet Street.
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Look across Railway Road and enjoy the full expanse of the
College building which has elements of the Flemish
Renaissance but overall has a French Renaissance Revival character. Note especially the tower windows and cornices over the
narrow first floor windows. Also notice the relatively large area
of glass in the facade. The site had been purchased in 1890 as
part of a joint movement by those seeking to establish a public
library (which had been mooted to celebrate Queen Victoria’s
Jubilee in 1887 but the hospital was chosen instead) and other
groups seeking to establish technical education to meet the
needs of the growing industrial town following the closure of the
Mechanics Institute in 1862. The foundation stone was laid in
1892 and it was opened by the Earl of Derby in 1894, approximately half the cost of £14,066 having been raised by public
subscriptions. Walk along the north side of Railway Road to a
point outside number 56.
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At number 56 Railway Road is the Charles Abbott herbal medicine practice which was established by Charles Clement Abbott
in 1910 when he was 21. He had been cured, against all expectations, of tuberculosis by a Bolton herbalist under whom he
studied. Despite having no qualifications he built up a thriving
practice with a claimed 10,000 patients per year drawn from all
walks of life including the titled and famous. His traditional
herbal and other practices proved no problem but in 1929 he
introduced an electronic black box diagnostic machine which
involved a spot of patients blood, vibrations and matching a
herbal medicine to the vibration. He often clashed with doctors
and, following deaths, with coroners but in a case which was
taken to court following the death of a boy with meningitis he
was acquitted of manslaughter. A book was published of the trial
transcript under the title “Hocus Pocus”. At the age of 83 in
1972 he was still busy with 2,400 registered patients and a long
waiting list. At least one Radio 4 programme about him has been
broadcast in recent years.

Railway Road shops with Dutch gables.

Across Railway Road is another architectural extravaganza
with a row of six shops each with a Dutch gable finished with a
triangular pediment in terracotta. The gable is punctuated by a
narrow slit window with cusped (curved) head and the large mullion and transom windows to the first floor have cusping on the
face of the terracotta lintel across the top of the window. Many
of the shops retain part of their classical shopfronts. Recessed
at the left hand end of the terrace is a small building which was
Leigh Grammar School around 1900 but in 1898 most of the
school had been housed at the Technical School during the day.
Continue along Railway Road and cross Bengal Street noting the
header-bond brickwork at the corner building and stop at the
point where a shop projects out in front of the adjoining shops,
opposite a butchers on the other side of Railway Road.
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On the opposite side of Railway Road is a terrace of individually
designed buildings which contrast with the terraces of uniform
design in the vicinity. The two shops at the right hand end were
branches of the Leigh Friendly Co-operative Society. On the first
floor was the original headquarters of the Leigh Socialist Party.
The adjoining symmetrical facade to the left is a small but exuberant design crammed with architectural details. These include
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The long terrace of shops was developed by George Hampson
in 1888 as recorded on the first floor plaque complete with a
projecting bull’s head sculpture, appropriate to the butchers
shop, Hampson also having been a butcher. Again his architect
used the distinctive projecting brick hood over the first floor windows (see Point 18) and coved fascias across the shop fronts.
Many of the current occupiers continue the original trade of the
shop unit, for instance 33 has always been a butcher’s and 39
a photographer’s. Now walk to the far corner of the Conservative
Club.
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George Hampson’s building 1888 ~ note the brick window hoods, typical of
his properties.
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WALK TWO

The tall building opposite is boldly labelled in terracotta “Leigh
Bazaar”, the frontage designed by Prestwich in 1880 originally
had an ornate shaped gable and more terracotta. Leigh Bazaar
was owned by Christopher Cook, a clog and paraffin merchant in
King Street, and sold all types of hardware including feather
beds and soap! The shop was 215ft long and 35ft wide but only
about half was opened in 1880. Even this allowed for 200ft of
counters and the remainder opened shortly after. Such large
scale retailing was a novelty in Leigh and prompted comment
from the Leigh Chronicle promoting the need for a Market Hall.
The long single storey rear building had been built as Mansley’s
rope-walk works, (hence its long narrow form), after they moved
from Gas Street to enable the gas works to be built in 1834.
Also notice to the left three low gabled shop units still with their
original shop front surrounds, decorative upper windows and
prominent gables with barge boards supported off ornate
brackets. The long, deep sign over-riding three completely different buildings is most unfortunate. Cross Railway Road and
walk along Cook Street on the right noticing the Salvation Army
building immediately behind the Railway Road shops on the right
hand side. This was built as the Undenominational Chapel in
1887 in the early English Gothic style with simple pointed lancet
windows. Note the square terracotta plaques. Continue to the
end of Youd Street.
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King Street and
Bradshawgate
Numbers refer to observation
points on Map 4 after Page 67.
Start at Twist Lane crossing
island near the corner with
King Street.
The Walk lasts 2 1/2 hours
- it can be varied to suit
individual needs.
Route directions are in italics.
Dates and names in brackets
are those of the building’s
date and architect.
** Buildings Listed as of Special
Architectural or Historic Interest.

Look across Cook Street and observe the long narrow buildings associated with Mansley’s Rope Works and to the right
Lonsdale House with it’s gables and the details of the Gothic
window mullion shafts and indeed the different shafts on the
four houses south of Londsdale House on the same side, having
crossed Cook Street to look at them. Continue to the end of
Cook Street and turn left onto Twist Lane and proceed to the pelican crossing near the junction with King Street and cross the
first section of road to the pedestrian island to start Walk 2.
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Turn to view the massive public house known as Edison’s in
1999 but previously known as the Eagle & Child. This impressive building, with plentiful details in the Flemish Renaissance
style, more than adequately emphasises the importance of the
major junction. Notice the gables at roof level and the array of
stone details, some of them unusually elongated; the original
carved stone name signs (painted black); the balance achieved
between horizontal and vertical features within the facade and
that achieved between the end gables and the corner chimney
stack - a daring and, with its triangular vertical ribs, highly successful means of emphasising the corner. The previous pub on
the site was built in 1795 and was called the Cock Inn until
about 1840 when it became the Eagle and Child. The extensive
domestic scale Georgian building in brick and stone slate was
very plain in comparison with the present building of about
1895.
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The former Eagle & Child, now known as Edison’s.
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King Street ~ The Eagle and Child, built as the Cock Inn in 1795.
King Street ~ former farmhouse of 1695 used as the workhouse from 1750
to 1823.

Now return to the pavement and notice the entrance doorway
with its triangular pediment above, supported on fluted, carved,
consoles or brackets and the central keystone gloriously
enriched by an acanthus leaf.

Hindley) finding them five quarters of coal and fifteen pence per
head, per week or 15 shillings for one month, should a female
inmate give birth in the workhouse, in return for which the governors provided the poor with meat and drink, washing and
lodging. In 1778 Vicar Barlow reported to the Bishop of Chester
on the regime at the workhouse which was hard, “they who can

work are not allowed to idle and they that cannot are decently
apparelled and properly taken care of ”. A whipping post and

Turn left at the corner and observe the King Street entrance with
its scroll pediment, the open top occupied by a grotesque mask
of Bacchus the god of wine, the consoles and keystone and
dentil blocks at the base of the cornices. On both sides notice
the ornate ventilator grilles. Use the pelican crossing on King
Street to reach the second pedestrian island across King Street
and turn to face the Eagle and Child (Edisons).

stocks were placed in the workhouse for the punishment of
offenders, to assist in administering the regime! The workhouse
closed in 1823 when the building was converted to shops. In
the early 19th Century the land to the rear was built on to form
Spinning Jenny Court which included a smithy in 1888. The workhouse building was demolished around 1900 and George
Olivant built three shops on the site and Spinning Jenny Street
replaced the court entrance, the court space being occupied by
the Regal Cinema with its entrance to the north. Spinning Jenny
Court was associated with the nearby Georgian house of
Thomas Highs and his daughter Jenny.

E

The east side is relatively narrow and tall, heightened by the
chimney and complex pedimented gable. All the upper windows
are mullioned and transomed. Turn and view the corner of King
Street with the Spinning Jenny Public House (1990 Allison-Pike
Partnership). Compared with the Eagle and Child (Edisons) and
the road widths, the Spinning Jenny is diminutive but the architects have used features such as its complex layout, bay windows, contrasting coloured bricks, stone and roof features to
produce a worthy corner building given the limited floor area
required by the use. Now turn to the right to face the main road
Spinning Jenny Way built in 1991 to take traffic out of the town
centre and enabling Bradshawgate to be partly pedestrianised.
The road area on the far side near the junction was the site of a
farmhouse built in 1695 and standing in 1893 as a reminder of
the earlier village character of Pennington.
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King Street in 1893 showing Spinning Jenny Court and the old workhouse.

As indicated by the photograph this was a substantial 17th
Century yeoman type farmhouse with a high status, two storey,
gabled, entrance porch with date plaque in the gable and characteristic projecting brickwork above the mullioned windows and
door. In 1750 James Starkey gave the building to trustees for
use as a workhouse for Pennington and Atherton and it was duly
leased by the township’s overseers. In 1777 the overseers let
the workhouse on a yearly rent to two governors, who sought to
make a profit from the “care” of the paupers. The governors
were to have the benefit of all poor persons’ work and nine
pounds a year for wages, each township (eventually including
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Thomas Highs was born in Leigh in 1720 and ran a reed making
business at King Street. Following improvements to weaving
looms, especially the flying shuttle, hand spinners were unable
to keep pace with the hand-loom weavers’ demand for thread
which prompted the Society of Arts to offer a prize of £50
(awarded to G Buckley in 1763) for a machine capable of spinning six threads at once. Thomas Highs worked with a neighbouring clockmaker John Kay on model machines and on his
own perfected a six thread machine in 1763 but too late for the
award. He went on to construct improved versions for 20 and 25
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rollers in rolling and spinning cotton, Sir Richard made a large
fortune, and, through the invention of the reed maker of Leigh, the
County of Lancaster has attained its present manufacturing
emphasis.”
To commemorate this historic association Olivant incorporated a
tiled picture depicting “Spinning Jenny” in a first floor window
opening facing Spinning Jenny Street. When these buildings
were cleared in 1990/91 for the new road (Spinning Jenny Way)
the tiled picture was carefully removed and stored until the Leigh
Soroptimists funded its restoration for the Borough Charter
Centenary in August
1999 and it is now on
display in the entrance
hall of Leigh Town Hall.
The construction of the
new public house to the
north of the new road
enabled the association
of the area with Highs to
be continued not only in
its name but also a
replica tiled picture
manufactured in the
same manner as the
original, using tube
lining, is incorporated on
the exterior. Now cross
the rest of King Street
and turn left to the end of
the Spinning Jenny and
turn to the right to view
The new Spinning Jenny plaque at
the replica picture on the
the Spinning Jenny public house.
gable chimney stack.
Walk along King Street passing Leigh Bus Station, opened in
1992, with the gables of the Spinning Gate Shopping Centre
beyond it successfully enclosing this large space. A small bus
station had occupied part of the site but previously the area had
been fronted by Georgian houses and shops to King Street with
a warren of courts and yards such as Lawton’s Court,
Woolpack Court, Livesley’s Court and Mansley’s Passage containing houses and industrial premises to the rear. Woolpack
Court for instance included a brewhouse, slaughterhouse, stables and four cottages.
Taking care crossing the bus station entrance (using two pedestrian islands) stop at the planted area beyond the bus station
and before reaching the George and Dragon Inn and turn to face
the far side of King Street.
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Unfortunately Richard Arkwright, a Bolton wig maker who
bought hair in Leigh, had capital and obtained details of Highs’
secret invention via Kay and went on to establish mills in the
East Midlands after taking out a patent in 1769, while Highs
continued to make machines for other manufacturers.
Arkwright’s patent was challenged in three trials at the third of
which Thomas Highs was a witness and Arkwright’s patent was
removed in 1785, but after making his fortune. As stated by
Edward Baines in 1825 “By the application of the principle of the

K I N G

George &
Dragon Inn

N

threads in 1764 and 1765 for individual manufacturers. His
machines were named after his daughter Jenny but Highs turned
to spinning by rollers leaving James Hargreaves to perfect the
famous Spinning Jenny (independently named) in 1770. Again
with assistance from Kay, Thomas Highs invented a roller, spinning, water frame machine (powered by water) prior to 1769
but was unable to raise capital to build a water powered factory.

LIVESLEY'S COURT

King Street ~ Part of east side in 1893.

King Street had been known as Broad Causeway in the late
17th Century and in the 18th and early 19th Century the west
side (opposite) with gardens was “The Walk”. The building opposite, on the corner of the narrow Wilden Street, containing two
shops with a wide doorway between them was built in 1840 as
a Police Station and Magistrates Court. The Magistrates room
had been used by the Pennington and Westleigh Local Boards
from 1863 to 1864. When the Police and Courts moved to
Church Street in 1875 the Leigh Local Board purchased the
building for £3,000 and it became Leigh’s Town Hall until 1907.
The building is a plain classical building with Tuscan pilasters
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Leigh’s first Town Hall (1875 to 1907)

beside and entablature above the door. It occupied the site of
the small 17th Century stone jug or lock up, which was ten by
six feet with a stone roof, but had no windows. To the left is a
grassed area and the distinctive, modern Kingsleigh Methodist
Church (1974) which replaced the stone, perpendicular gothic
Wesleyan Methodist Chapel of 1871 (C D Ellison) with its 150ft
spire forming a strong feature in views along King Street.
To the right of the old town hall are three late Georgian style
buildings and, to their right, the flamboyant bank** built as the
Manchester and Liverpool District Bank about 1900 in terracotta, brick and stone. The French Renaissance revival style
building has three distinct layers. The ground floor sits on a firm,
granite plinth with classical attached columns between the windows and a segmental pediment over the entrance, all in red
permo-triassic sandstone. The first floor maintains vertical
emphasis through its deeply recessed arched windows with
narrow piers and projecting triangular ribs continuing the lines of
vertical elements from below and up into the rich gabled dormer
and shaped gable, complete with scalloped pediment and the
company crest. Also note the lozenge frieze and foliage sculpture to the spandrels of the first floor windows. Surprisingly this
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held in 1848. In 1890 it was registered for feeding 40 people,
providing two beds and stables for 15 horses. Extensive eating
facilities, yards and stables, despite small bed numbers, were
important to many of Leigh’s public houses and hotels as they
served the crowds of farmers, traders and customers on market
and fair days, when stabling and vehicle parking were needed in
addition to meals, as well as refreshments and horses for
coaches and parking and stabling for train users and for horse
omnibus companies at some of the hotels. Now cross the front
of the George and Dragon and then turn right into Bradshawgate.
Stand on the south, right hand, side of Bradshawgate just
beyond a narrow entry at the end of the tall corner building.

King Street with former Methodist Chapel spire. Note the former extent of
the rendered terrace to the right partly replaced by the bank at Railway
Road when it was widened.

elaborate and expensive design is continued on the narrow
street to the side. At the rear is the former bank manager’s
house with attractive leaded windows and wrought iron railings.
Notice how the bank’s two storeys are equivalent in height to
the three storeys of the older properties to both sides. Beyond
the bank and side street is an early 19th Century building with
a stuccoed (rendered) front in a severe classical style. Vertical
emphasis is provided by the single windows and the unusual
paired pilasters surmounted by the prominent cornice and
parapet across the top of the building. Projecting sill courses
extend across the front at window sill level. Originally there were
two more, wider sections to the terrace but when Railway Road
was widened in 1898 they were demolished and only partially
replaced by the buff-stone corner building (see point 12 and 32
and photo above).

The George and Dragon dating from 1698.

Now turning to look at the near side of King Street note the
George and Dragon Inn** which is largely of 17th Century date.
Perhaps originating as a farmhouse, in 1698 the building is
recorded as a beer house and in 1715 it was known as the
George when it had a brew house. It may have been occupied by
William Marsh the overseer for Pennington and later by Richard
Guest, who combined the role of publican with man-midwife and
his son, the surgeon, John Guest. Examination of the side wall
reveals that typical shallow, irregular 17th Century bricks occur
about two metres back from the front but that the section
nearest King Street has deeper bricks, implying rebuilding or an
extension. The imitation timber framing on the front and side
dates from the early 20th Century. In buildings around its large,
rear yard the Inn had its own brewery (recorded in 1715), “Only
home brewed beer served at the George” being advertised in
1836 and there was also an assembly room in which a “Grand
Miscellaneous Concert by the Bolton Philharmonic Society” was
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Bradshawgate is Leigh’s most important shopping street
where national and regional retail firms locate. Following the construction of Spinning Jenny Way, it was possible to pedestrianise
part of Bradshawgate in 1997 for most of the shopping day and
together with surfacing this has greatly enhanced Leigh’s shopping environment. On the floor notice the concrete setts over the
carriageway, they have many of the characteristics of stone setts
but form a flat regular surface, which is comfortable to walk on,
and also notice the band of small clay blocks in the pavement
area, which assist partially sighted and blind people to navigate
along the street through contrasts of colour and texture. The
resurfacing of the street is one of the major benefits of Leigh’s
success in attracting European Union money under the Coalfield
Challenge Programme.
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Whilst Bradshawgate has been the main shopping street for
many decades, this has not always been the case. Indeed until
the end of the 18th Century when the road which led to
Manchester was known as Windy Mill Lane, buildings only
extended as far as Albion Street on the south (right-hand side)
and only to Union Street on the north (left-hand side) with fields
beyond. Map 2 indicates that little had changed by 1825 on the
north side but a long terrace of weavers’ cottages and a few
other buildings were present on the south beyond Albion Street.
Map 1 of 1847 still shows relatively little development on the
north side beyond Silk Street. Between 1850 and 1875, however, development gathered pace to complete the street
frontages and extend to the north and south. The scale and
character of the buildings was that of domestic, late Georgian
(still evident on the north side and on the south beyond Vernon
Street). It must also be remembered that 17th Century thatched
buildings survived at the smithy on the corner of Market Street
until 1865, near the corner of Union Street until 1893 and at the
corner of Ellesmere Street until 1897. Major changes occurred
following rebuilding on the south side as far as Albion Street
from 1888, whilst the booming growth of the Leigh Friendly Cooperative Society led to rebuilding immediately east of Albion
Street, and road widening in 1898 led to rebuilding on the north
side near Market Street. The new buildings were taller and wider
and often incorporated elaborate details with gables heightening
their three-storey facades and making many of the earlier buildings look small and domestic. Not only the appearance of the
buildings changed but also their use.
Census reports and trade directories clearly show the changing
pattern and intensity of use. In 1841 there were 49 cottages
but only three shops and two public houses - the Bulls Head
and Lord Nelson - and the smithy at the corner with Market
Street. By 1851 there were 29 shops but in several of these
manufacturing took place on the premises such as a candlemaker, a dressmaker, clogger, baker and two basket makers. Of
the 125 households living along Bradshawgate, 24 were headed
by handloom silk weavers, and a sizeable colony of 133 resi-
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Bradshawgate c.1880. Note the thatched building on the right and how
buildings on King Street used to enclose the end of Bradshawgate.

Late 19th Century buildings on the left contrast with plainer, older and more
recent buildings on the right.

dents were silk weavers or winders and 12 were agricultural
workers. A small number of the households included resident
servants and rather more took in lodgers, often in considerable
numbers. One in ten of the inhabitants of Bradshawgate was
born in Ireland. John Martin, a fruit dealer with premises near
Point 30 had a wife and three children at home and took in 14
lodgers; all but one in the household was born in Ireland. Most
of the shops occupied converted houses or cottages and the
business family lived over the shop.
In contrast, by 1885, the Postal Directory for Leigh indicates
that all but about 10 properties of the fully developed road
frontages were occupied by shops or other businesses
including no less than 11 public houses. The 1891 census confirms this situation but also indicates that most shopkeepers
were still living over the shop even in the latest purpose built
shop premises. Sons and daughters of the head of household
were often assistants in the business, sometimes apprentices
lodged on the premises and many of the families could afford at
least one servant living-in.
Look across Bradshawgate to the red brick and terracotta
building occupied by Burton’s Tailors (in 1999). This high quality
Flemish Renaissance revival style building (1897 J C Prestwich)
is a surviving section of the Rope and Anchor Hotel, which occupied the corner with Market Street and provides a taste of the
former splendour of the corner (see point 13). The association
is indicated by the anchor in the complex sculptured panel below
the right hand second floor window. Notice the fine Dutch gable
with massive scrolls in relief, the ornate chimney tops, the mullioned and transomed windows and arabesque panels, giving
vertical emphasis by projecting in front of the brick wall, and the
dormer window in the roof to the left of the gable. This section of
the hotel at ground floor level was originally occupied by the
Union of London and Smiths Bank. The left part of the building
and part of the modern building to the left was, until about
1894, occupied by a 17th Century thatched building which
included a weaver’s house and two shops. In 1885 at the left
hand shop was Peter Rannicars clog business. This distinctive
footwear, with thick wooden soles in alder, finished with irons
and leather uppers, gave rise to the bizarre “pastime” of clog
fighting! This involved “purring” (kicking) and “up and down”
(kicking of standing and fallen opponents). Often used to settle
trivial quarrels, these fights were still common up to 1900. In
1885 there were 19 clog making firms in Leigh, 4 on
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Bradshawgate, reflecting the demand for robust and secure
footwear for Leigh’s industrial workers. Now cross Bradshawgate
diagonally to the far corner of the narrow Back Market Street
and look across Bradshawgate at the buildings opposite.

The three storey building with a central gable is impressive
because of its stone detailing, producing a grid of window openings. At the ends and at the central gables are continuous
pilasters from ground level to the roof parapet wall. On the upper
storeys these are brick, banded with buff stone but at shop front
level dark red polished granite on grey granite plinths was used.
At first floor notice the classical, Ionic order pilasters with their
capitals surmounted by a classical entablature incorporating a
cornice across the top.
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14-18 Bradshawgate ~ formerly J C Prestwich’s offices.

The pattern or rhythm of verticals across the facade is complex
and interesting being made up of full and three-quarter stone
pilasters, simpler stone mullions and brick piers with the outer
sections being considerably wider than the central section. Note
how deeply recessed the windows are and how the sash window
frames slide up and down behind the horizontal stone transoms.
The top floor is simpler, with stone bands (as in the gable) but
the centre is emphasised by the tall window with its eared or
widened architrave at the upper section and the elaborate cartouche above. Here we can note the initials J.C.P. for this was
the office designed and built by the architect J C Prestwich for
his practice, which remained here until 1989. In the 1970s with
over 50 staff, it was one of the largest professional firms in
Leigh. J C Prestwich and Sons were responsible for much of the
late 19th Century and early 20th Century architecture of Leigh
especially in the town centre as well as many commissions elsewhere (see page 5).
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Also note the building to the left which was the Bulls Head
Hotel of 1891. Notice how the first two sections are arranged
symmetrically around an upper central, projecting feature finished with a gable and finial, but a further major section occurs
to the left making the whole facade asymmetrical. It is unfortunate that the upper feature no longer continues to ground level,
where it used to form and emphasise the hotel entrance - the
shop fronts ignore this important architectural feature. The original ground floor windows were wide, domestic type windows.
The first floor windows, have gothic, stiff-leaf capitals to the mullion shafts dividing the paired sash windows. The stone carvings
vary between the windows. The Bulls Head was an inn as early
as 1720, at the time of its rebuilding in 1891 a stable for 20
horses and coach houses were provided at the rear. It also had
its own brewery and was one of the main places where farmers’
carts were parked on market days and a weighing machine was
located outside on Bradshawgate. Prior to the rebuilding in 1891
it was registered as feeding 50 people but having only 5 beds
and stabling for only 6 horses. Clearly the new buildings
increased the stabling and probably bedrooms as well. Now walk
along Bradshawgate towards the next junction, with Union Street
and on the way notice the buildings on the north side which
were built in 1924. The brick range is notable for its “art deco”
scalloped fans in the end pediments and steel windows typical
of the period and for its more unusual “arts and crafts” inspired
first floor window arches built in clay tiles. Look out for another
similar facade on the south side beyond Ellesmere Street. The
geometric centre feature of the upper part of Woolworths is
more typical of the Art Deco style. Stop at the corner of Union
Street (Woolworths) and look across Union Street.

This small corner building is typical of the domestic scale of
much of Bradshawgate and will have originated as a house in
the first half of the 19th Century. Its surviving late Georgian
sash windows with small panes to Union Street, hand made red
bricks in English Garden Wall Bond (see page 3) and deep,
moulded, gutter cornice are typical of the period. Notice that its
splayed corner and hipped roof give recognition and a limited
emphasis to the corner (more splayed and curved corners occur
later on Bradshawgate). In 1885 the building was occupied by
Walter Wood grocer and provision dealer but by 1901 Thomas
Darwell was trading here as a grocer, corn and flour dealer and
wine, spirit and beer dealer. Large signs on the splayed corner
and hipped roof announced these.
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Turning to face across Bradshawgate, the three storey building
occupied by Superdrug in 1999 on the corner of Ellesmere
Street, was built in the 1980s and replaced an undistinguished
Victorian building. The present building, especially along the
side, has traditional window openings and an attractive series of
full height pilasters and horizontal sill courses. Its Victorian
predecessor was only built in 1897 and replaced a remarkable
survival in the form of a 17th Century brick building with a part
stone flag and part thatched roof. It had been occupied by John
Stirrup’s grocery and fishmongers, Le Bone jewellers and to the
rear Rayner Watson, a clogger.
In the vicinity of the left hand corner of Ellesmere Street, with its
prominent gables and finials, was the Drill Hall Inn which was
popular with members of the H Company 1st Volunteer Battalion
of the Manchester Regiment who met in a large brick Drill Hall to
the rear of the corner building. It was also used for public meetings, balls and concerts after its opening in 1867.
Cross to the middle of Bradshawgate and look right towards
Market Street and note the important role of the buff, stone,
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Ellesmere Street corner prior to 1897.

corner, bank building with its upper and lower dome and tall
finial as a dominant feature attracting and through its details
sustaining attention at the corner and dominating the long linear
space of Bradshawgate. The offset junction with Railway Road
provides an element of dynamism in viewing or passing from the
Bradshawgate space into the Railway Road space. In contrast
the former Regency style King Street buildings completely
enclosed the Bradshawgate space (see page 51). Turning to the
left look the other way along Bradshawgate. Note how the cast
iron and glass veranda projecting out into the street at the
Boulevard usefully interrupts or punctuates the over long street
space.
Now continue across Bradshawgate into Ellesmere Street until
the street widens out and on the left look at the main section of
the Spinning Gate Shopping Centre of 1989 (Cullearn and
Phillips). It is a distinctive contemporary design using high

The Spinning Gate Shopping Centre.

quality buff and orange bricks and windows in bands. These are
balanced by pronounced brick buttress piers surmounted by
paired metal pilasters “supporting” metal gables, which are
detailed with lines and windows to emphasise their shape. The
roof is in slate and so provides an interesting mixture of modern
and traditional materials and design. The modern main arcade
in high quality metal and glass is worth visiting. Then return to
Bradshawgate and turn right noting the three storey red brick
building on the north side with its Victorian sash windows with
single vertical glazing bars and shaped horns at the sides of the
upper sashes, it’s English Garden Wall brickwork and its decorative eaves corbelling in red, blue and yellow brick supporting the
gutter, to stand outside Boots Chemist on the north side.
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Looking across Bradshawgate notice two pairs of gabled
shops all of 1899 by J C Prestwich. The right hand pair have
gables built completely in buff coal measures sandstone. The
gable design and its relationship with the mullioned window
below projecting up into the gable are in an Arts and Crafts,
Jacobean style. The first floor classical revival design incorporates Queen Anne Revival window frames which occupy most of
this part of the frontage. Also note the stone bands. The pair of
shops to the left again have large windows especially at first
floor but these have mullions and transoms throughout and the
central sections are pedimented with distinctive scrolls on the
second floor. These shops were occupied by Charles Ackers
Tobacconist and James Dicconson Saddlers in 1901. On the far
right is a lower building with a curved pediment and scalloped
fan similar to those seen earlier. The tiled, flat arch above the
first floor window is exceptionally wide, no doubt supported by a
steel beam behind. Note how the panels, arch and verticals of
the shopfront relate to the upper facade. Continue along
Bradshawgate to a point near the corner of Silk Street.
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The corner building has a distinctive first floor canted oriel
window with a canopy roof above it supported on ornate ends. It
is unfortunate that this important feature is missing from the
left hand unit. Also notice the moulded brick drip-moulds above
the second floor window and the ornate cornice in brick. On this
site in the early 19th Century was the Drum and Fife beerhouse.
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Now look across Bradshawgate. To the right is the decorative
veranda and entrance feature to the Boulevard arcade. Notice
the details in the cast iron and glass structure which provides a
welcome incident in the long linear space formed by
Bradshawgate. The arcade was formed in the 1980s, previously
the Beachcomber Coffee Club was here with the attraction of
regular performances by notable musicians such as Van
Morrison, Georgie Fame and The Who. To the left of the
entrance is a long range of buildings (1889 - 1890
J C Prestwich) stretching to the corner of Albion Street with a
particularly rich and intricate roofline formed by a range of
Dutch gables in the Flemish Renaissance Revival style. Each
gable incorporates a sculptured terracotta plaque with urns and
plants, including sunflowers favoured under the Queen Anne
Revival style. Vertical emphasis is provided by the tall window
openings, mainly in pairs, and full height pilasters tempered by
horizontal stone bands. Also notice the sculpted terracotta
panels with swags and tendrils between the first and second
floor windows forming part of the composition of each of the
gabled sections. The development is in two parts; the right hand
section ends where the large shaped gable occurs. The shop
beneath this gable was occupied by Robert Starkie and Sons,
cabinet makers in 1901, and to the right of it the remainder was
the Lord Nelson Public House.
The Lord Nelson originated in 1770 when William Wilkinson built
it. “Billy Wilkinson’s Wakes” took place on spare land next to
the Drum and Fife public house opposite, on 12th August each
year. This popular event included a foot race to the east end of
Bradshawgate, a donkey race, a sack race, eating a roll of bread
suspended on a string with tied hands and climbing a greasy
pole for a leg of mutton. To the left of the Halifax offices is an
important shop front at Dickens. The original banded stone and
brick piers at the sides and the original classical fascia, with cornice across the top, survive. The display windows of about 1990
(B Kay) compliment the original shop front surround and show
what can be achieved by design, sensitive to the character of
the upper facade. In comparison many of the other shop fronts
and fascia signs along Bradshawgate are over-large and out of
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character. Looking across Silk Street notice the rounded corner
of the building opposite. The upper, hand-made brickwork is in
Flemish bond having headers (brick ends) alternating with
stretchers (brick sides) in each course. On the corner lintel can
be seen the original owner’s initials and the date 1850, which
usefully indicates the period of development of this part of
Bradshawgate previously occupied by fields. Notice the large,
moulded classical cornice at the top of the wall. Now turn left
and walk along Silk Street to its junction with Lord Street.

Looking across Lord Street to the left of Silk Street is the classical Leigh Telephone Exchange of 1925 in brick, unusually
including dressings such as the rusticated (grooved) quoins at
the corners and the prominent cornice near the top of the wall.
The ground floor design is dominated by the round arched
window and door openings. The exchange originally had 700
telephone lines. On the right hand corner of Silk Street is the
large Theatre Royal (1884 T Norbury and J C Prestwich) with its
tall, stage and fly tower for raising scenery sets at the far end of
the building on Lord Street. The theatre, which opened in 1885,
had 1400 seats and was used by travelling companies such as
that on 15th February 1885 - Mr Clarence’s “Comedy Dance
and Burlesque Company”. The theatre was owned by Mr
J Williams (also known as De Castro) and was also known as
“De Castro’s Theatre of Varieties”. In 1909 the management
changed and the music hall became a cinema until 1954 from
when it has been a night club. The area north of Lord Street will
be covered in a further trail.
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Turning to face across Silk Street to the south of Lord Street the
far side of Silk Street as far back as Gerard Street was occupied
by Leigh Public Baths from 1881. The baths cost £6,000 and
were yet another design by J C Prestwich. Extensions occurred

Silk Street ~ Leigh’s public baths developed from 1881.

around 1900 and 1927 (total cost £26,000) on the site which
had originally been reserved for a market hall. The baths closed
in 1977 and the site was used for car parking for two decades
but from 1999 a store has occupied the site. Return to
Bradshawgate noticing the importance of the buildings on the
far side of Bradshawgate, which enclose the Silk Street linear
space and with their gables provide attractive features dominating the space and encouraging movement towards them.
Having reached Bradshawgate turn left and walk to a point
opposite Albion Street.

On the right hand side of Albion Street the corner is well
emphasised by the stone mullion and transom oriel window with
its octagonal roof and finial. Bradshawgate widens at this point
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In 1842 the silk weaving shed and warehouse, at the east (left
hand) corner of Albion Street, was burnt down and was purchased by Dr Charles Anderton, who had been the first medical
officer to the Leigh Poor Law Union, having moved to Leigh in
1835 to live and practice firstly at Sugar Street, followed by
Vicarage Square. From about 1842 with his wife, four daughters, son and a resident servant, no doubt with another two daily

Bradshawgate and Albion Street c.1895.

so that when viewed from the east the corner feature dominates
views along the street at the break in the building line. To the left
along Albion Street is a terracotta plaque in a frame with a pediment above featuring “egg-and-dart” mouldings, the date 1889
and the initials R.S. and E.H. The developer was Dr Richard
Strange Hall of Leigh who was Medical Officer of Health for Incein-Makerfield and brother of John Hall, the Leigh chemist and
druggist of Bradshawgate whose son was Dr Herbert Strange
Hall the Leigh Workhouse Medical Officer. Further left is a large
Dutch gable terminating this long high quality terrace forming
Central Buildings and the Lord Nelson. Close examination of
the bottom bricks of the vertical pilasters just above the shop
signs reveals the highly unusual feature of projecting initials and
names of the Hall family. At the gable notice the urn finials and
the elliptical arch infilled with profuse foilage in terracotta, above
the second floor windows and the swags beneath the windows.
The corner building was occupied by Leigh Post Office, where
William Moore was Post Master in 1897 (and printer and stationer) in the 1891 Census. He was followed by Miss Elizabeth
Wheldon (in Directories) in 1898 and 1901. By 1905, the Post
Office had moved to Silk Street and Williams Deacon’s Bank
occupied the premises, continuing until at least 1924.
Historically Albion Street was known by the name of the large
field to the south - Downcroft. On this corner the Golden Lion Inn
is recorded in 1695. Behind, from at least 1770, was Leigh’s
first theatre complete with stage, pits and gallery. Down Croft
was an area of relatively early industrial activity in Leigh with
Richard Guest’s muslin receiving warehouse, winding and
warping building in 1825 on the right hand side behind the Post
Office site. Further south on the left side, from 1833 as shown
on the 1847 plan of Leigh, was Hilton and Castre’s (and subsequently Le Mare’s) winding mill and receiving house. On the left
hand corner (of Albion Street and Bradshawgate) from 1834 was
Winkworth and Proctor’s silk receiving warehouse and weaving
shed with a heald workshop beyond on Bradshawgate. To the
rear of Bradshawgate, east (left) of Albion Street, the street
“Rope Walk” developed from 1825, when Mansley’s ropeworks
located here. In 1834 they moved to Railway Road / Cook Street
(see point 25/26) and the Leigh Gas Works opened, the Rope
Walk being renamed Gas Street. The Leigh Electricity works commenced on the site in 1899 and the majority of the remaining
land and buildings as far as the Bridgewater Canal, including the
former silk warehouses, were occupied by Harrison, McGregor
and Company from 1872 as the Albion Foundry. Today Leigh
Market Hall of 1989, built as part of the Spinning Gate Centre
terminates Albion Street. A new covered open market is proposed between the hall and Bradshawgate.
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Dr Anderton’s Phoenix House of 1842 on Bradshawgate.

servants, he lived at Phoenix House, which he built on
Bradshawgate. He became a prominent member of the community, various societies and Chairman of the Pennington Local
Board. Phoenix House was a late Georgian style, double-fronted
house of two storeys with a substantial arched entrance and a
garden in front. In addition, he built four cottages, ‘Anderton
Row’, on Albion Street. The area between Albion Street and
Phoenix House was occupied by five shops including Alice
Smith’s grocers at the corner.
The site of these shops and Phoenix House is, today, occupied
by Quality House, built as the central premises of the Leigh
Friendly Co-operative Society (opened 1899 J C Prestwich).
Ruabon brick and terracotta was used for the upper elevations
and stone for the ground floor of this Flemish Renaissance
building the largest and grandest
commercial building in
Leigh town centre.

Leigh Co-op. Central premises 1899 by J C Prestwich.
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There is much to see in the design of the frontages. Notice how
gables occur at each end of the facades and how those at the
Albion Street - Bradshawgate corner are raised slightly to form a
prominent corner tower. Also notice how the detailing of each
gable and the wall below vary. The gable at the Albion Street end
of the Bradshawgate front has particularly elaborate strap-work,
typical of the Flemish Renaissance style, associated with the
date plaque (1898). Other details of note include the first floor
blocked pilasters and the obelisks on urns above on the second
floor, foliage and floral sculpture and the panels incorporating
arabesques with masks and the arabesque frieze above the first
floor windows. Interestingly after six months of building activity
the Urban District Council decided that the Society should have
been asked to set the Bradshawgate frontage back and after
prolonged negotiation the front portion of the building already
erected was pulled down and rebuilt about eight feet further
back - a step which has benefited Leigh’s townscape. On the
Albion Street frontage are six very tall second floor windows
with an entrance feature below. These were associated with the
large Co-operative Hall seating 1000 and a smaller hall on the
second floor and a library and reading room on the first floor.
The premises also included a large hydraulic lift and electric
lighting.

were built between 1897 and 1898. By 1907, Leigh Friendly
Co-operative Society had over 10,000 members and share capital amounting to £150,000. There were 35 grocery shops, 14
butchers shops, 6 clog and shoe, 6 drapery, one outfitting, one
tailoring and one confectionery shop. It employed 410 and total
sales for 1906 were £323,665 and the cornmill profited by
£61,423. Up until 1939 rebuilt and new branches continued to
be opened. In 1965 Leigh Co-operative Society had nearly
14,000 members in the area spending over £1,250,000 a year
but the central store required modernisation. The modernised
store was named “Quality House” and opened on 24 September
1965 providing 33,000 square feet of sales space in place of
the previous 17,000 sq ft. Unfortunately as retailing patterns
radically altered during the 1980s and 1990s, after various
national and local re-organisations, the co-operative movement
ceased to trade at Quality House in June 1999. Now walk a little
further along Bradshawgate to the near corner of Bold Street
and further observe details of the former Co-op building.

The opening of the central premises which cost £19,000 represented a major landmark in the Society’s history. The Society
originated in a public meeting in August 1855 for the purpose of
forming a ‘protective society’, a sort of union to look after the
interests of Leigh’s silk weavers. The silk trade was dire at this
time. In the Leigh Chronicle in March 1855, the editor stated

“We regret that the staple trade of this neighbourhood (the manufacture of silk) still continues in a very unsatisfactory state. Many
hundreds of operatives are unemployed altogether, and still greater
numbers are only partially employed.” Many of the latter were
suffering from unfair wage stoppages or abatements. A small
group of men, mainly silk workers, had formed a mutual improvement class and, hearing about the Rochdale Co-operative
Wholesale Society, decided to form their own co-operative. On
28 June 1857, nine members paid their first subscription of 6d
per week and Leigh Friendly Co-operative Society was formed
and was legally registered on 18 January 1858. Goods were
sold from a garret over a newspaper shop at the corner of Sugar
Street and Newton Street. By the end of the first year, membership had increased to 78, capital to £119 and a profit of £10
8s7d was returned. The garret became too small and the
Society acquired a shop at No.97 Bradshawgate in 1858. Other
Society shops soon opened on Bradshawgate and in April 1859
Alice Smith’s grocery shop on the corner of Bradshawgate and
Albion Street was purchased. Between 1859 and 1862 premises were opened in Astley, Lowton, Bedford, Glazebury,
Golborne and Atherton. The reading room and library was moved
from the Sugar Street garret to above the new grocery shop on
the corner of Albion Street and the library of the Mechanics
Institute was bought in 1865. In 1862, a new steam powered
mill was opened next to the Bridgewater Canal at Ellesmere
Street.
Between 1865 and 1895 a steady stream of additional shops
were opened in the town centre; inner district shopping centres
(such as Railway Road and Chapel Street); growing outer residential areas as at Westleigh and in surrounding towns and villages. A weaving shed was operated at Ellesmere Street
between 1868 and 1890. From 1890 trade increased rapidly
and the Society began to look for new central premises but
decided to consolidate its ownerships at Albion Street Bradshawgate. In 1890 and 1893 they bought Dr Anderton’s
premises providing a site 127 ft long on Bradshawgate and
113 ft on Albion Street, upon which the new central premises
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Bold Street corner ~ the former Leigh Club.

On or near this corner stood the Cheshire Cheese Public
House. Of particular note across Bold Street is the red sandstone corner bank building (1906 J C Prestwich and Son). It is
somewhat eclectic (mixed) in style with the Bradshawgate elevation loosely based on an Italian Renaissance Palazzo (palace)
style with its first floor attached Ionic order columns (note the
capitals) and panelled pilasters, supported on corbels or
brackets, with carved foliage - rather Art Noveau in character.
Note the dentil cornice made up of small projecting blocks at the
roof eaves. The corner is emphasised by being splayed at
ground and gable levels, with a massive projection at the first
floor forming a canted oriel window, supported on large stone
consoles (brackets) with a heavy balcony like parapet above. The
Bold Street side has far less stone but high quality smooth
pressed brick with stone dressings. These stone features are,
however, excellent. The ground floor windows have bolection
moulded architraves and massive baroque style stepped keystones. To the left is a giant doorway with mouldings surmounted by a date cartouche and cusped, mullioned windows.
This doorway section of the building is much influenced by the
Arts and Crafts movement. Notice how the dentil cornice continues in timber. Also notice how, further away from
Bradshawgate, the building becomes plainer with more brick and
how, as with many of his buildings including the Co-op, Prestwich
used green Westmorland slate. As with his own offices (and
shops) on Bradshawgate, here Prestwich was the developer as
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well as architect. The development was originally for shops and
the Leigh Club. Notice how the H.S.B.C. letters on Bradshawgate
form an effective sign but without detracting from the architecture or stone - unlike the first floor occupier’s sign.
Now return to Bradshawgate, turn left and walk along
Bradshawgate noting the The Globe Inn at the corner of Vernon
Street, which was built in 1854 and which, despite modern alterations retains its late Georgian style sash window frames at first
floor. Across Vernon Street was the Albion Inn. Cross Vernon
Street and continue until, on the left hand side of Bradshawgate,
a terrace of white rendered three storey buildings are reached
and look across Bradshawgate. Note a long terrace of very low,
small shops which originated as silk weavers’ cottages prior
to 1825. The loom shops were in cellars and steps led up to the
ground floor. Even in 1851 the census shows that 92 residents
on the whole of the south side of Bradshawgate were employed
in domestic silk weaving or winding. Cross Bradshawgate to
stand on the south side opposite the mid point of the rendered
buildings.

Look across Bradshawgate at the three storey rendered terrace which extends to Charles Street. These three properties,
like the majority of the buildings on the north side of
Bradshawgate, towards the east end, were built in the 1870s on
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Across Bradshawgate to the left of Bedford Street is a row of
four shops of single storey height with two storey former houses
behind. Notice the difference in the bricks used - smooth,
machine made, pressed bricks at the front and dark, rougher,
hand-made bricks behind. The four, two storey houses were built
by Joseph Hall in the 1870s in the late Georgian tradition. He
lived in the first house (No.113) on the left. Hall was a painter in
1885 but had retired by the 1891 Census. The houses were set
back behind quite long front gardens shown on the Ordnance
Survey 1893 Map and seen in the background of the photograph of the Lilford Hotel page 63. In 1891 at No.113 Joseph
Hall lived with his wife and one general domestic servant. At 115
was the physician and surgeon, Edward Doyle, his brother who
was a medical student, his housekeeper and a general domestic
servant and at 117 Nancy Kay, cafe owner, with four other relatives and lodgers.
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In 1903 the trustees of Joseph Hall applied to the Council to
convert the houses to four shops with front extensions covering
the gardens, as seen today, apart from the modern shop fronts.
The fact that there were front gardens to be built on, emphasises the residential character of Bradshawgate historically.
There is much surviving evidence for this in the form of existing
buildings despite the changes in use on Bradshawgate. Such
shop development on the front gardens of houses is more commonly found in suburban situations.
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East end of Bradshawgate in 1893. Note the gardens in front of numbers
113-117 (north side) (A on plan) and the Primitive Methodist Chapel to the
south. B and C were silk warehouses.

Charles Street corner with the Bradshawgate Inn now rendered.

open land. Victorian photographs show their late Georgian style
with Flemish bond brickwork, splayed flat brick window heads
and Georgian sash windows, some of which remain on the
second floor. The new corner property was the Bradshawgate
Inn and on the right hand corner of Charles Street was The
Grapes Inn. Now walk to a point on the south side of
Bradshawgate opposite the near corner of Bedford Street (outside Iceland).
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Turning to look at the south side of Bradshawgate, the modern
food shop and offices replaced the new Empire Cinema, which
closed after a fire in 1957, having had a new frontage built in
1926. This was a highly distinguished 1920s design dominated
on the upper facade by a stepped brick centre-piece typical of
Art Deco design which contrasted with a sweeping, curved
roofline to the outer sections of the facade and curved ends to
the foyer parapet roof and canopy. The cinema originally opened
in 1908 as the new Central Hall and after a number of cinema
remodelling schemes in 1924 became the Modern Dance Hall
before reverting to the New Empire Cinema in 1926. Between
1868 and 1903 the site had a very different use namely the
Leigh Primitive Methodist Chapel complete with schools and
set back behind a graveyard.
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The New Empire Cinema of 1926.

Now turn and look across Bradshawgate at the large building on
the right hand or far corner of Bedford Street. This group of
buildings was built in 1876 and represents the completion of
development on the frontages of Bradshawgate. It was developed by Thomas Smith as the Lilford Hotel occupying most of
the far (eastern) half of the building and four shops. It is one of
J C Prestwich’s earliest designs and unlike the majority of his
later buildings is in the Gothic, Early English style. This style is
characterised by the simple pointed arched windows with stone
shafts and stiff leaf capitals. At the third pair from the left is a
waterleaf capital. Also of note are the deep, eaves frieze across
the top with stepped corbelling and ornate moulded bricks, incorporating recesses reminiscent of medieval castle machicolations (holes through which hot liquids were poured onto
attackers); stone and blue brick details, roll mouldings to the
front of the window recesses and the ornate gabled dormer windows. Parr’s Bank occupied the Bedford Street corner and
adjoining shop in 1901 and 1905 until they moved to their new
premises at the corner of Market Street and Railway Road in
1908. By 1913 Ratcliffe Brothers occupied the second shop
with a wide array of hardware goods displayed within and outside their display window. In directories they were listed as cycle
agents.

Former Lilford Hotel about 1885 from Queen Street.

moulds. The modern shop fronts in the whole group detract from
the character of this important building. The hotel composition
makes a significant contribution to the townscape when viewed
from Queen Street (Point 41). The hotel cost approximately
£3000 and included four cellars, nine ground floor rooms, 12
bedrooms, stabling and a coach house and could feed 70
people but only offered four beds and stabled six horses in
1890. Bed spaces were limited by the large billiards and other
reception rooms on the first floor. It was a popular venue with
cyclists in Leigh. From about 1880 Joseph Jackson was landlord
and in 1895 he built a brewery to the rear. Now cross
Bradshawgate and walk along the left hand side of Bedford
Street until, on the right hand side the small but decorative
Lilford Cottage is reached and observe that it is double fronted
and built mainly in common bricks with pale patches contrasting
with the smooth, dark red bricks forming projecting bands,
courses and strings across the building. Stepped, projecting
bricks form corbels at eaves level and unusually at the base of
the gable and more plainly along the gable verges (sloping
sides). Small ornate gables with arts and crafts patterning punctuate the roof. In 1905 Alexander Patterson’s dental practice
and home was at Lilford Cottage.
Cross Bedford Street and look into the yard to the right of Lilford
Cottage to see Jackson’s Lilford Brewery buildings noting the
blue brick details, especially those alternating with red bricks in
the segmental arches above the windows and doors and the tall
third floor doorway known as a taking-in door, where a hoist
would lift the raw materials used in the brewery. Prior to opening,

Ratcliffe’s Hardware Shop.

The Lilford Hotel at the corner with Brown Street has a complex
asymmetrical roofline comprising a large gable (with a stone
relieving arch and drip mould above the paired windows and
complete with the date and the Baron Lilford Coat of Arms);
immediately adjoined by a brick gabled dormer and then a
hipped corner roof with a pitched-roofed dormer matching those
over the shops. The hotel had domestic type ground floor windows, paired with segmental arches, drip moulds and side roll-
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Jackson’s Lilford Brewery of 1895.

The former Derby Brewery (page 65).
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in 1895, the new brewery was described in the Leigh Observer.

“The building is a very handsome looking one indeed, and is five
storeys high, counting the cellar. There is an artesian well in the
cellar from which the water is obtained, 35 feet deep; and there are
ten rooms in the building. The bottling department contains two
patent and most adaptable machines for corking and bottling,
and there is also one for labelling. Each room has a concrete floor
placed upon steel girders, and it is nearly an impossibility for a
fire to spread from one room to another.... The rooms include
mashing and hop rooms. The latter contain a refrigerator and
malt mill.... ample provision is made for the production of 16 barrels at one brewing.” Now return to Bradshawgate noticing, closeto, the roll moulding on the ground floor windows near the corner
on Bedford Street and then cross Bradshawgate, turn left and
walk to the end of Bradshawgate. Turn right into Brown Street
and at the corner with Gas Street cross Brown Street so that you
turn and face the mid point of Gas Street.

A little further south on Brown Street was the boundary of
the Manors and Townships of Pennington, Bedford and
Atherton for on the east side of Brown Street was a long tongue
of land which was part of Atherton until 1894. As previously
mentioned, between 1825 and 1834 the south side of Gas
Street was occupied by Mansley’s Rope Works. On the north
side between 1825 and 1847 a line of small cottages and industrial premises developed in particularly cramped conditions.
When in 1834 the Leigh Gas Works later to be joined by the
electricity works, were developed on the rope works site the
street name was also changed. The Gas Works were cleared in
the mid 1980s and the site used for parking and serving the
Spinning-Gate Shopping Centre and New Market Hall. On the
right hand side of Gas Street near the corner with Brown Street
is a two storey brick building of about 1840 (B on page 61
map), which is likely to have been part of Hilton’s silk warehouse - a rare survivor of the purpose built type, of muslin and
silk receiving house, where domestic hand loom weavers collected their loom beams with warp thread and received wages
upon returning finished cloth. As well as storage, winding of bobbins (pirns) and warping to provide long evenly tensioned warp
threads on beams, were carried on in the buildings. Now turn
north and walk to the near corner of Brown Street and Queen
Street which forms a continuation of Bradshawgate.
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Originally Bradshawgate turned 90° to the south where Brown
Street is now and subsequently 90° to the east to join Chapel
Street in Bedford but, about 1851, Queen Street was cut
through a field in Atherton to give a much more direct route.
Observe the former Lilford Hotel on the northern corner of
Bradshawgate and note the importance of the roofline and upper
details. Also notice No.5 Queen Street (third shop from left),
which was Peter Yates and Sons bakers and grocers premises in
1905. Now cross Queen Street and look back at the south
corner of Bradshawgate. The building on the corner again displays Leigh’s former Georgian character with small paned sash
windows on the upper floors (4 panes wide denoting the later
Georgian period about 1830) and hand made bricks in Flemish
Bond. The Bradshawgate section was the Derby Arms Public
House in 1885, though Thomas Boydell in 1907 referred to it as
the Beehive. The Brown Street section is unpainted and on the
top floor, in place of a central window, has a taking-in door
extending down to floor level. This top floor was the warehouse
and winding and warping shop of a muslin, and subsequently,
silk manufacturer or agent.
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Bradshawgate - Brown Street ~ John Hilton’s house and, to the rear, top
floor silk receiving house. The Bradshawgate house was later The Derby
Arms. B on map p.61.

In the 1851 Census there is no reference to a Public House in
this part of Bradshawgate (including Brown Street to the south)
but John Hilton the silk agent lived here with his wife and five
children but no resident servants, Lawrence Ramsdale an overlooker of silk winders, lived next door with his extended family,
which included his son Edward, a silk agent, and two silk
winders. In addition to the top floor warehouse, facing Brown
Street, the Gas Street warehouse, referred to above, was likely
to have been Hilton’s or Ramsdale’s premises. On
Bradshawgate beyond the corner building notice a terrace of
four late Georgian three storey houses, projecting in front of the
corner building, with hand made bricks in Flemish Bond and a
simple un-moulded, but angled, stone, gutter, cornice. In 1885
these premises from left to right were occupied by John Calvert,
dyer and cleaner; Joseph Jones, tripe dresser; John Collier,
greengrocer and fishmonger and Samuel Smith, wholesale
baker and grocer. Now cross Brown Street and walk north along
Brown Street to a point opposite the narrow street, Back Queen
Street, to the right and turn to face Back Queen Street.

On the left hand side of Back Queen Street is the tall five
storey tower, with its gabled roof (which widens to form two
gables to the east) of the former Derby Brewery (see page 63).
Traditional breweries relied on gravity to assist passage between
the various stages and processes in brewing, so that towers are
a characteristic feature of breweries. This is a notable example
emphasised by the adjoining single storey building, on Brown
Street. The single storey section admirably illustrates the functional tradition in English architecture with excellent proportions
(the relationship of height to width in various elements of the
building) and simple detailing including the projecting buttresses
lending support to roof trusses, the projecting plinth with chamfered blue bricks across the bottom and corbelled and dentilled
eaves across the top and segmental arched windows. Buff, blue
and red bricks are used to good effect to emphasise these features. To the right of the tower along Back Queen Street is a long
two-storey building typical of brewery stables and coopers’ workshops where timber was stored and prepared for barrels. The
brewery is likely to have been the brewery referred to in a newspaper sale notice in 1877 as the Bedford Leigh Brewery “situate
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in Brown Street, Atherton, near the Leigh and Bedford Railway
Station with the plant, fixtures and utensils belonging thereto, and
the adjoining stables, barrel-washing house, cooper’s shop and
storerooms. The carts, horses, barrels and stock in trade of the said
brewery shall be taken by the purchaser at a valuation”. Along with
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the brewery (probably built in 1871), ten beerhouses and one
public house were sold including the Bull’s Head on
Bradshawgate. As the Derby Brewery it appears in trade directories from 1885 to 1898 under the ownership of Richard
Fairhurst and Co. Finally from this point note, on the right hand
side of Back Queen Street, another small, three storey brick
building with tall square chimney and a hoist and two upper
taking-in doors. This was Peter Yates and Sons’ bakery serving
their bakers and grocers business at 5 and 7 Queen Street in
1905.
Clearly in the later 19th Century industry remained close at hand
to the rear of Bradshawgate. The much greater segregation of
uses, common today only started in the late 1880s and 1890s
for instance in the large housing areas to the rear of both sides
of Railway Road and north of Church Street and commercial
activities alone on Bradshawgate and Market Street with large
scale industry usually in more peripheral locations.
You can now return to Market Street or Place via Bradshawgate
- turn right or Lord Street - turn left.
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